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Mitchell et al. (2008)

T. Mitchell, S. Shinkareva, A. Carlson, K. Chang, V. Malave,
R. Mason and M. Just. 2008. Predicting human brain activity
associated with the meanings of nouns. Science 320,
1191–1195



Predict fMRI signal of unseen concepts

I fMRI recordings of brain activity in response to reading or
seeing 60 nominal concrete concepts

I Decompose nouns into verb features based on
hand-picked list of 25 verbs (see, hear, wear,
manipulate. . . ), using Google n-gram corpus to estimate
noun-verb association

I For set of automatically selected fMRI voxels, learn
mapping from corpus-based features to voxel activation
using 58 nouns as training data

I Use the learned models to predict the fMRI profile of the 2
nouns that were not used for training

I Average accuracy of 77% in matching predicted and
observed profiles of unseen nouns
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fMRI vs. EEG

I fMRI
I Measurement of changes of oxygen concentrations in the

brain tied to cognitive processes
I Good spatial resolution (voxels of few millimeters), bad

temporal resolution (down to 7 seconds)
I EEG

I Measurement at the scalp of voltage induced by neuronal
firing

I Good temporal resolution (down to a few milliseconds), bad
spatial resolution (centimeters)



EEG pros

I Good temporal resolution important for studying language
I We might be able, in the future, to study concept

processing in context
I Cheaper than fMRI

I 30 euros per hour vs. 300 euros per hour
I Lighter, wearable versions already on sale

I Could study interaction in ecological settings, children, etc.



Lighter



EEG cons

I Coarser spatial resolution
I Not too problematic for coarse conceptual/linguistic

categories we are currently studying
I Noisy, lots of artifacts, “superficial” signal

I But recent research in our lab suggests that with
appropriate signal detection and machine learning
techniques, it is possible to perform semantic
categorization of single EEG stimulus-responses:
B. Murphy, M. Dalponte, M. Poesio and L. Bruzzone. 2008.
Distinguishing concept categories from single-trial
electrophysiological activity. Proceedings of CogSci 2008



EEG data
Noisy!
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Stimuli

I 60 Italian concrete nouns denoting tools and land
mammals

I Mammals: anteater, armadillo, badger, beaver, bison, boar,
camel, chamois, chimpanzee, deer, elephant, fox, giraffe,
gorilla, hare, hedgehog, hippopotamus, ibex, kangaroo,
koala, llama, mole, monkey, mouse, otter, panda,
rhinoceros, skunk, squirrel, zebra

I Tools: Allen key, axe, chainsaw, craft knife, crowbar, file,
garden fork, garden trowel, hacksaw, hammer, mallet, nail,
paint brush, paint roller, pen knife, pick axe, plaster trowel,
pliers, plunger, pneumatic drill, power drill, rake, saw,
scissors, scraper, screw, screwdriver, sickle, spanner, tape
measure



Data collection

I 7 native Italian speakers (5M, 2F, age range: 25-33,
college education)

I Silent naming task
I Images presented on screen, staying on screen until

keyboard response indicates suitable label had been found
I 3-seconds inter-presentation rest periods
I Each stimulus presented 6 times (60x6 = 360

presentations in total)
I Random order



Stimulus presentation



EEG recording and pre-processing
The official version

I EEG signals recorded at 500Hz from 64 scalp locations
I Various frequency-based filters and down-sampling
I ICA-based removal of eye-movement components
I Signal channel normalization, Laplacian sharpening



EEG recording and pre-processing
How I understand it

Here magic happens



EEGoxels

I Need to convert continuous, multi-dimensional EEG
signals into discrete features

I EEG signal amplitude along 3 dimensions:
I The channel that recorded the signal (64 channels across

the scalp)
I Frequency band (between 1 and 50Hz)
I Time (one second span from stimulus presentation)

I We build “EEGoxels” by slicing the signal with into a
channel-by-frequency-by-time grid, and measuring
amplitude variance within each resulting slice

I 64 channels by
I 15 frequency bands of width 3.3.Hz
I 15 time intervals of length 67ms

I In total, 14,400 EEGoxels



EEGoxel selection

I Without selection, loads of activity everywhere, need to
zero-in on concept-processing

I EEGoxel selection done separately for each subject
I Rank EEGoxels by:

I variance across presentations of the same stimulus
(“noise”; the lower the better)

I variance across presentations of different stimuli
(“distinctiveness”; the higher the better)

I Use average of these two ranks for EEGoxel selection
I In experiments below, top 200 EEGoxels
I For each EEGoxel and each stimulus, take average of

EEGoxel values across 6 presentations of that stimulus
I Number of EEGoxels does not seem to have major impact

on performance
I Feature selection method does!



EEGoxel selection



All concepts and mammals in EEGoxel space
First two PCA dimensions
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Replicating Mitchell et al.

I Select 25 verb features
I Compute noun-verb co-occurrence statistics from very

large corpus
I For each EEGoxel, estimate linear model based on verb

features
I Use linear models to predict EEGoxel activations in

response to stimuli not used for estimation



Corpus feature selection

I 25 verbs loosely translated into Italian from Mitchell’s
original list:

raise smell/sniff open listen
taste near ride run/flow
say/tell enter drive wear
handle eat move clean
stink fill break feel/hear
rub push fear touch
see

I Verb-noun co-occurrence counts collected using Yahoo!
API, within 5-word spans



Linear models

I For each subject and each EEGoxel, estimate a standard
linear regression model:

~f = C~β + ~ε

I ~f : vector of activations of specific EEGoxel across the
stimuli (concepts)

I C: matrix containing the values of the corpus features
(verb co-occurrence counts) for the same concepts
(row-normalized to z-scores),

I ~β: weights to be estimated for each corpus feature
I ~ε: vector of error terms (to be minimized by least squared

error method)
I Large βs should correspond to corpus features that are

strongly associated to the EEGoxel being modeled
I NB: 60× 25 matrix, collinearity problems!



Prediction

I After estimation, we can predict level of activation of an
EEGoxel for concept not in training set by the
EEGoxel-specific β-weighted sum of the values of the
concept verb features

I Leave-2-out methodology from Mitchell et al. (they use
cosine, not Euclidean distance):

I Train EEGoxel-specific models for all concepts except 2
I Predict activation of EEGoxels for the 2 left out concepts
I Measure Euclidean distance between these predicted

EEGoxel profiles and the observed ones
I If average distance of the 2 matching predicted-observed

profiles is lower than that of the 2 mismatching
predicted-observed profiles, we consider prediction correct

I Chance matching accuracy: 50%



Results

I (Here and below, significance by one-way two-sided t-tests
across individual participants with µH0 = 50%): + p<0.1; *
p<0.05; ** p<0.01)

I Overall accuracy: 57.6 (4.8) **
I Between categories: 61.9 (7.2) **
I Within categories: 53.1 (4.4)
I Compare to Mitchell’s fMRI results: 77% overall, 65%

within
I (With other EEGoxel selection methods, “within” accuracy

reaches * significance because of lower s.d.)
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Corpus-based models

I Previous experiment used corpus-based statistics, but
based on manually picked features

I Can we use corpus-based model to pick features as well?
I Can we obtain similar results with a smaller corpus than

the Web?
I Which corpus-based model works best?



Corpus-based models

I Trained on la Repubblica-SSLMIT corpus, about 400
million tokens of Italian newspaper texts

I Co-occurrence statistics collected for top 20K most
frequent nouns, top 5K most frequent verbs

I Raw co-occurrence counts transformed into log-likelihood
ratios (Evert 2005)

I For dependency-based models, we rely on parse of corpus
performed by Alessandro Lenci using DeSR parser

I Models that rely on dependency parsing use top 30 most
frequent direct or preposition-mediated dependency paths



Corpus-based models

I window: each noun lemma represented by vector of
within-sentence co-occurrences with verb lemmas

I Classic window-based word space model (Sahlgren 2006)
I position: same, but we keep track of position of verb with

respect to noun (X-use and use-X count as different
features)

I HAL-style



Corpus-based models

I depfilter: only count verbs when they are connected by
selected dependency path

I Not keeping track of path itself in features, a-la Padó &
Lapata (2007)

I deppath: same, but preserve the paths as well (as in, e.g.,
Lin 1998)



Corpus-based feature selection/reduction

I We need to estimate linear models based on (maximally)
58 observations

I Despite the fact that we have 5,000 features (and
corpus-based semantic space literature has shown
importance of high dimensionality), we cannot use more
than ≈ 25 without running into collinearity problems

I ≈ 10 features to be robustly on the safe side
I Need brutal feature trimming technique



Feature selection

I topfeat strategy
I Pick the 50 features (verbs) that have the highest

association (log-likelihood ratio) with each target noun
concept

I Count in how many of these lists does a verb occur, and
pick top 25



Top features

window position
demolish X-wound
seize X-use
grasp paint-X
cut supply-X
find cut-X
depfilter deppath
demolish with+cut
run obj+demolish
speak obj+kill
jump intr-subj+live
cut tr-subj+open



Date reduction

I svd strategy
I Reduce 20K × 5K noun-by-verb matrix to 20K × 25 matrix

by singular value decomposition
I The 25 reduced-matrix columns are singular vectors

corresponding to top singular values, multiplied by
corresponding singular values

I “Latent dimensions” smoothing across specific verbs
I Among top singular vectors of window model we find, e.g.

I one strongly associated with original features play, win, lose
I another strongly associated with mount, cost, pay



Results

model coverage all between within
mitchell-like 100 57.6** (4.8) 61.9** (7.2) 53.1 (4.4)
window-topfeat 93.3 54.3 (6.6) 57.3+ (9.6) 51.1 (4.2)
deppath-svd 93.3 52.7 (4.8) 54.4+ (5.3) 51.1 (5.9)
window-svd 96.7 53.4 (8.7) 54.9 (8.6) 52.1 (9.5)
position-topfeat 93.3 52.1 (6.9) 55.9 (9.5) 48.3 (5.6)
depfilter-topfeat 85.0 51.9 (6.9) 53.7 (5.6) 50.3 (8.7)
position-svd 96.7 50.1 (9.0) 53.1 (10.7) 47.6 (7.9)
depfilter-svd 93.3 49.4 (10.9) 50.9 (12.2) 48.1 (9.7)
deppath-topfeat 86.7 48.9 (7.5) 52.1 (8.7) 45.6 (7.5)
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Things that help
across various parameter combinations

I Perform the SVD on matrix that contains target concepts
only as rows (from 20K × 5K to 60× 5K input matrix)

I Select different features for different EEGoxels
I From 20 pre-selected dimensions (top 20 individual

features, singular vectors), pick 10 most correlated with
EEGoxel activity, based on training data

I Window-based consistently best
I Window-based improves if we also take noun, adjective

collocates into account
I 2-word left- and right- window

I Using a larger corpus (itWaC) does not help!



Current best results

I (Robust across various parameter tunings)
I Overall accuracy: 64.0 (6.9) **
I Between categories: 71.6 (9.9) **
I Within categories: 55.7 (6.39) +
I Compare to Mitchell-like: 57.6 / 61.9 / 53.1
I Previous best corpus-based (window-topfeat):

54.3 / 57.3 / 51.1



Single subjects

all between within
61 65 57
66 72 58
57 66 48
64 77 50
73 87 58
72 77 67
55 57 52



Best model dimension examples

top feats top concepts bottom feats bottom concepts
dim 2

interest, discount badger, Allen key hundred, to cube nail, mole
inflation plunger square mouse

dim 4
sickle, square hammer, tape cat, retrospective elephant, boar
pneumatic measure, badger hunting mole

dim 6
fixed, sickle nail, hammer disinter, cat llama
hang fox knife llama

dim 8
hit, cat axe, mouse st, closed mole, screw
war pick axe sv deer

dim 10
knife, cutting llama, scissors bury, disinter mouse, nail file
sharp hacksaw shovel hedgehog
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The linear model matrix roadblock

I We can extract very rich feature representations from
corpora

I But the number of observations we collected imposes a
strict upper bound on the number of features we can use

I and we will not be able to collect EEG data on a very large
scale for a while

I Solutions?
I Improve feature selection, e.g., by using fancier machine

learning methods
I Compute pairwise distances between concepts in the

EEGoxel and corpus spaces, and look at correlation
between distance profiles



Why?

I Corpus-based features as a practical way to decompose
concepts into semantic components for neuro-imaging
purposes

I Neuro-imagining data as ground truth for corpus-based
models

I Corpus-based models in the brain?
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The End

Thank you!
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